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What Remains A Memoir Of
In 'The Last Nomad,' Somali immigrant Shugri Said Salh recounts her childhood in Africa and the memorable journey to becoming a nurse in the Bay Area.

Memoir balances beauty of Somali childhood with brutality of ritual genital mutilation
Aw’s memoir subtly laments the gulf between him and his parents, the present and the past ...

Strangers on a Pier by Tash Aw review – memories of a Malaysian outsider
A “Pocho” is an Americanized Mexican, or a Mexican who has lost their culture, often derogatory: many immigrants grow up in the United States are called ...

“Aria: A Memoir of a Bilingual Childhood” Review
Hillary Clinton's longtime aide will open up about her boss as well as her ex husband's infamous sex scandal—but first and foremost, this is Abedin's story.

Exclusive: Huma Abedin Reveals the Cover of Her New Memoir, "Both/And"
Apparently Harry has been working on his memoir for nearly a year with power ghostwriter J.R. Moehringer. “I’m writing this not as the prince I was born but as the man I have become,” Harry ...

Read up on these revealing celebrity memoirs
Audrey Stepanian, an eighty-four-year-old Christian woman who delights in family and friends and enjoys helping others, ...

Author Audrey Stepanian's new book "There Were Three" is a poignant memoir sharing the joys and sorrows of a long and well-lived life
The former U.S. ambassador to Turkmenistan describes close interactions with a paranoid and shortsighted dictator.

Memoir | In the Court of Turkmenbashi
Sen. Patrick Leahy, the senior member of the U.S. Senate has written a memoir that will be published by Simon & Schuster next spring.

Patrick Leahy writing a memoir about long U.S. Senate career
And back in 1982, there was “Crisis: The Last Year of the Carter Presidency” by Carter adviser Hamilton Jordan, which remains one of the most frank and gripping White House memoirs of the modern era.

‘The Outlier’ paints a complex portrait of Jimmy Carter
Near the end of 2020, the pandemic had lasted long enough for author Jodi Picoult to try something that seemed unthinkable for novelists in its early stages — turn it into fiction.

Pandemic fiction: Fall books include stories of the virus
Glasgow medium Margaret Solis cemented Sandra Brown’s belief that her father was the person responsible for murdering the 11-year-old during an explosive reading.

Scots psychic identified man suspected of killing tragic schoolgirl Moira Anderson
The country’s elite institutions are under fire in a new spate of memoirs that criticise the privilege of receiving a costly education and question who gets to become leaders. Nick Duerden speaks to a ...

Patriotism and posh boys: The books exposing the dark truth of UK private schools
From Albert Stark to Mel Allen to Marty Glickman to Howard Cosell to Gary Cohen, Jews have a long history of announcing baseball games.

100 years of baseball on radio, a century of Jewish announcers
Sen’s memoir is also a politically forceful and ... and his passport full of visas. And predictably, he remains strongly rooted in Bengal, or more precisely ‘Calcutta’, and its “dizzying ...

‘Ghare Baire’ | Book Review – Home in the World: A Memoir by Amartya Sen
Harry, 36, is set to publish his explosive memoir in four books which he vows ... “What’s really telling is even the relatives he remains closest to, like princesses Eugenie and Beatrice ...

Experts fear Prince Harry’s memoir is ‘dynamite’ to be used against the royal family
PRINCE Harry has well and truly "gone rogue" by announcing he is writing a memoir, according to a royal ... get what he wants - although what that is remains unclear. He told The Sun Online ...

Prince Harry has ‘gone rogue’ with memoir with fears he could use book as ‘leverage’ against Royals
How the Coen brothers took a jab at Old Hollywood to get out of a potential writers' block and produced one of the most enigmatic, enduring movies ...

‘Barton Fink’ at 30: Why the Coen Brothers’ Movie Is a Masterpiece
Katharine Otis of House of Books in Kent, Conn., recommends the comical memoir-in-essays “Hola Papi: How to Come Out in a Walmart Parking Lot and Other Life Lessons” by John Paul Brammer.
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